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We say in the Bantu “A single lie from a snake can destroy a whole reputation of integrity and honor, if we do not expose the snake’s lie quickly”

“Beware of negative people, they are more eager to seek your failure than your success; the less you associate yourself the more successful you will be”

It is time for us to step in once again to help bring some truth to this industry of Biofeedback. We must expose the lies and disturbing malicious slander of Susan Makay’s negativity. This witless unprofessional untrained disgusting snake is telling purposeful hurtful lies to people. Even extreme dimwitted morons could tell her lies about Desire’ were prompted by bigotry and a hidden agenda. And Monica Lie-Everi-Day did the most revolting lies and hateful vile defamations of character. Talk about negative people and Susan and Monica head up the list.

The simple TRUTH is that the Educator and the Eductor are FULLY LEGAL for USA Sale and Use.
So incredible were these hate crimes and lies that after a legal investigation of the crimes of misinformation, libel and bigotry, Facebook made the people close down the Industry Debacle and Ditch-Cuss-Shun Site. Our society cannot allow such lies, bigotry and misinformation to be made public. Our society cannot allow dimwits to play lawyer.

Susan and Monica’s hate crimes of deceitful slanders are tales told by moronic idiots believed only by bigoted fools. The Educator-Eductor is fully legal to sell and use in America. Susan and Monica know this. They are implementing WMDs (Weapons of Mass Distraction). They are telling Massive Lies to try to distract this industry from seeing the crimes of other companies.

Susan bought a used beaten-up dirty device on EBay for less than 2k. And she still does not have working legal software. Monica does not have a device or ever has owned a device. Neither of these nitwits will disclose their credentials, because they do not have any. Really they have no expertise and they spout hate lies only to slander and see who they can fool to believe them. Ask for their credentials. Do not let people play lawyer and tell lies. If they won’t give you a CV of their professional education, experience or expertise, please do not believe tales told by idiots.

We have reviewed Desire’s credential and have found them impeccable. We have known and trusted Jim Turner for a long time. They have shown to all the law and demonstrated honesty, integrity and expertise.

Jim Turner’s company is FDA registered, GMP records are kept well, and the Device Clinical Evaluations (DCEs) have been sent to the FDA. So by the law these biofeedback devices are allowed to be sold. We do not need to wait for acceptance of the DCEs.


The simple TRUTH is that the Educator and the Eductor are fully LEGAL for sale and use.
Ken and Gage now have seen the light and have agreed that Desire’s education, experience and expertise make her the best consultant to get truth and honest answers for your questions on health, law and this industry. They have apologized to the world and closed down the despicable revolting chat site of lies the:

**Industry Debacle and Ditch-Cuss-Shun Site**

This Debacle of a site, this insult to human integrity and goodness has been closed down finally. Now there is a stop to the

1. **Ditch** away Respect for the Law,
2. **Cuss** at Rational Thought and
3. **Shun** all Truth Honor and Integrity.

Led by a group of backstabbing inexperienced idiots like Susan Mcdimwit and Monica Slur-all-Day who none have even a high school education. Moronic imbecilic disrespectful bigots who embarrass their families and all that they believe in, with every post. The lies and backstabbing criminally libelous activity on this site is an excruciatingly shameful display of humanity. We see evil castrating bitches spewing forth such despicable lies and cruel slander that it boggles the imagination.

**The simple TRUTH is that Susan and Monica are dishonest liars hurting this industry with their Deceit + Lies**

These morons, bigots, and evil castrating bitches have lost a place to display their wicked hearts. The scorpion stings because it is his nature and the bigot uneducated castrating bitch must do malicious malevolence because it is her nature. Losing this site for the disturbed mentally ill criminal mind they will try to take their lies elsewhere. Bigots will point their evil fingers and spout hate, anger and lies at those they cannot understand. We need to defend our world against their intrusion.

If you value your sanity, if you respect the law and people with qualified education and experience over uneducated nitwits then simply ask people giving advice what their credentials are. Ask and review credentials before believing advice.

**Industry Debacle and Ditch-Cuss-Shun Backstab Site is now destroyed forever as a memorial to the bigotry and hate crimes**
To Desire’ and the rest of the industry we must realize that such bigotry is never quelled. Such bigotry from uneducated small minds cannot be relinquished. Susan, Monica and the others will twist and turn and stay restless at night just trying to find ways to attack those who threaten to expose their bigotry. For these people their lies and bigotry is their life. They believe their own lies, they rationalize their own hate, and they wrongfully justify their slander. And they attack with deceits all that opposes them. As we say in the bush:

“The most stupid chicken always challenges the wildcat.”

Monica is the stupidest chicken I ever saw. As we also say in the Bantu.

“Stupid Bigotry is forever, simple ignorance can be fixed”

We also say in the Bantu:

“The eye never forgets what the heart has seen.”

Well my heart and my Bantu eye has seen Desire’s gracious intelligence and I will not forget it. And my heart and my eye has seen bigotry on the Industry Debacle and Ditch-Cuss-Shun Backstab site and I won’t forget that either.

“The great enemy of the truth is very often not the lie, deliberate, contrived and dishonest, but the MYTH, persistent, persuasive and unrealistic.”

John F. Kennedy
THUS SOME SNAKES ARE LETHAL
but we can Save ourselves by
uncovering lies and exposing the
liars for all to know the truth.

Ken and Gage have now agreed that Desire’ has the education,
experience, and the expertise to answer your questions and give a
truthful honest answer to your questions. If you have questions and
you want an truthful answer then go to this site:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/askandreveal/

But be careful they do not tolerate lies, bigotry or people playing
expert on this site. Libel and slander of children is not allowed to go
unexposed.

IF YOU GOT A QUESTION ASK DESIRE’.
SHE WILL DIG FOR THE TRUTH WITH
HONOR AND GRACE.

Just a word or two of simple Bantu wisdom for you people.